A hierarchical structure of motion system revealed by interocular transfer of flicker motion aftereffects.
Interocular transfer of the motion aftereffect (MAE) has been extensively investigated for the purpose of analysing the binocularity of the underlying motion mechanism. Previous studies unanimously reported that the transfer of the classical static MAE is partial, but there is a controversy as to whether the transfer of the flicker MAE (MAE measured using counterphase gratings) is partial or perfect. To gain insight into the discrepancy between studies, we investigated whether the interocular transfer of the flicker MAE is influenced by the MAE measurement method, retinal eccentricity and attention. Our results showed that the transfer was perfect or nearly so when the MAE duration was measured in the central visual field with observers paying attention to the adaptation stimulus, but the transfer was partial when the MAE nulling strength was measured, when the MAE duration was measured in the peripheral visual field, or when the observers' attention was distracted by a secondary task. These results not only resolve discrepancies between previous studies, but also suggest that the flicker MAE reflects adaptation at multiple stages in the hierarchical architecture of motion processing.